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Abstract
Projects in the area of architectural design and urban
planning typically engage several architects as well as
experts from other professions. While the design and
review meetings thus often involve a large number of
cooperating participants, the actual design is still done by
the individuals in the time between those meetings using
desktop PCs and CAD applications. A real collaborative
approach to architectural design and urban planning is
often limited to early paper-based sketches.
In order to overcome these limitations we designed and
realized the Augmented Round Table, a new approach to
support complex design and planning decisions for
architects. While AR has been applied to this area earlier,
our approach does not try to replace the use of CAD
systems but rather integrates them seamlessly into the
collaborative AR environment. The approach is enhanced
by intuitive interaction mechanisms that can be easily
configured for different application scenarios.

1. Introduction
Architectural design and urban planning – at least for
sophisticated projects - have always involved highly
cooperative tasks. The individual phases within a project
often change between close cooperative situations for
instance during design and review meetings, and
individual work by the participants or third parties. While
in between these meetings, people involved of course
have a common goal they contribute to, they will rather
work on individual parts or aspects of it. During the
design and review meetings problems are discussed and
solutions or alternatives are proposed. However, the
actual preparation of the individual solutions is then again
performed by the individuals (leaving the final decision to
one of the following meetings). Real collaboration – if
happening at all – is limited to the creation of very early
design sketches. From an architects point of view it
would be desirable to have an additional support tool
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allowing to improve the cooperation in a way that real
collaboration within the meetings is supported. This
would then allow for much faster design and review
cycles.
In this paper we will present our approach to an AR
system supporting the individual phases of architectural
design or urban planning. The goal of our approach was
to provide the necessary environment and tools to support
full collaboration between all experts involved in the
particular meetings, without altering the established
working procedures and accepted tools and mechanisms
too much. We tried to enhance the meeting situations by
fully integrating them into the work of the individual
contributors. This approach is reflected by the use of
intuitive interaction mechanisms which allow even
untrained users to quickly benefit from the enhancements
provided by the AR environment. Additionally, existing
tools such as CAD systems and simulation programs
already used by the people involved were integrated to
provide a rather seamless transition between their
individual daily work and the collaborative work at the
round table meetings.
Our paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we will
discuss related work, before we will provide a brief
overview of the ARTHUR AR system in section 3. In
section 4 we will describe the major application areas and
how the system has been tailored to support them. In
section 5 we will present the feedback we received from
user tests, followed by the conclusion and look into future
work in section 6.

2. Related Work
Over the past few years there have been a number of
attempts to develop AR systems in the area of
architectural design and urban planning. For construction
sites, it has been proposed that an AR system might
provide users with an "X-ray vision" inside a building,
allowing them to see, for instance, where the pipes,
electric ducting, and structural supports are situated inside
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walls and above ceilings [9] [31]. Such systems visualize
hidden features of a building and are well suited to
support maintenance and repair. AR is also useful to get a
realistic impression of existing plans. Thomas et al. [29]
developed, for example, a system for outdoor
visualization of construction plans. Designs are exported
from a CAD application and displayed in their physical
outdoor context using the TINMITH2 system. Other AR
systems in the area of architectural design and urban
planning support the assembly of complex systems.
Augmented Reality for Construction [10] supports e.g. the
construction of spaceframes by indicating the position of
each structural element in space. Another example is the
Assembly Instructor [32] that allows for an easy authoring
and context-based visualization of hierarchical assembly
tasks.
An approach that goes beyond the visualization of spatial
designs is the support of collaborative design and
planning tasks. Common meetings are enhanced with AR
technology to allow for a joint view and collaborative
manipulation of complex spatial problems. The following
subsections summarize AR systems for the collaborative
design of products and production lines as well as for
architecture and urban planning.
An early prototype for collaborative planning is BUILDIT [24]. BUILD-IT supports engineers in designing
assembly lines and building plants. The technical
infrastructure is based upon a table top interaction area,
enhanced by a projection of a 2D computer scene on the
table top. Additionally, a video camera is used to track
small, specialized bricks, that can be used as “universal
interaction handlers”. A second, vertical projection screen
provides a 3D view of the virtual scene.
MagicMeeting [25] supports product review meetings by
augmenting a real meeting location. Instead of real mockups virtual 3D models are used that may be loaded into
the environment from usual desktop applications or from
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). The MagicMeeting
system explores several interaction techniques, such as
the MagicBook metaphor [5], annotations and a clipping
plane tool. The 3D models are linked to physical
placeholder objects and realize a tangible interface.
MARE [14] is a multi-user augmented reality system. The
table space is divided into two parts: a personal area for
the private real objects and virtual ones (private menus);
and a shared interactive space.
MIXDesign [7] provides a Mixed-Reality system oriented
towards tasks in Architectural Design. It explores tangible
interfaces using AR Toolkit patterns on a paddle and
gestures.
Tiles [23] implements a generic user interface based on a
loose coupling of visual markers (here: tiles) to synthetic
content. The system distinguishes between two classes of
tiles: data tiles and operation tiles. Data tiles may contain
arbitrary digital content, whereas operation tiles define
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certain operations that may be applied to data tiles. The
Tiles system has been used for rapid prototyping and
collaborative evaluation of aircraft instrument panels and
is well-suited to compose complex spatial designs from a
variety of smaller components.
AR-Planning Tool [13] supports the collaborative
planning of production lines. Machines are modelled as
virtual building blocks and can be positioned by the user
with a visually tracked paddle. The system checks the
validity of the planed production line using a database
with metadata for each machine. The user wears a videoaugmented HMD to see the virtual machines.
The Luminous Table [18] developed by the Tangible
Media Group integrates sketches, physical models, and
computational simulations into a single workspace. 2D
drawings and 3D physical models are augmented with a
2D video projection to simulate sunlight shadows, wind
patterns and traffic. The physical objects are tracked with
cameras.
ARVIKA [12] realizes AR applications for development,
production and servicing. An application developed
within ARVIKA allows for collaborative plant design.
Paper-based floor plans are augmented with virtual
objects to get a better impression of the current planning.
Placeholder objects are used to position virtual objects;
menus can be used to insert or delete objects.
AR systems for collaborative design and planning
typically support the spatial composition of larger designs
from existing building blocks (compare BUILD-IT and
Tiles). They integrate planning rules (compare AR
Planning Tool) and sophisticated interaction metaphors
(compare MagicMeeting and Tiles) and they have mature
concepts for integrating physical and digital workspaces
(compare Luminous Table and ARVIKA).
But still, they are restricted regarding intuitive interaction
mechanisms and functionality. ARTHUR tries to preserve
the natural communication and collaboration between
meeting participants. We are using optical augmentation
and wireless computer-vision based trackers to allow for
a natural 3D collaboration. Virtual objects are displayed
using stereoscopic visualization to seamlessly integrate
them into the physical environment.
Another point is the limited functionality of most systems.
Typically, AR planning system are limited to basic
manipulation of imported geometry. ARTHUR integrates
a CAD system to support more advanced functionality
such as 3D sketching and extrusion. Geometry is not just
imported from modelling software, but can be directly
created within ARTHUR.

3. The ARTHUR System
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To realize our approach to support complex architectural
design and planning decisions, several major parts have
been developed and extended, such as the Morgan
framework, the AR displays, the computer-vision based
object and head tracking and the Graphical User Interface
configuration. The individual system components are
discussed in more detail in the following sub-sections.
For further information on the ARTHUR system see also
[20] and [14].

3.1. The MORGAN Framework
Our AR framework MORGAN consists of three major
parts: the 3D visualization component, the distribution
and communication framework and the developers’
application interface.

and conserve individual native scene graph structures.
This architecture allows us to use VRML’97 / X3D for
the description of user interface elements and ARTHUR
specific objects, while e.g. CAD objects may use their
own individual external scene graph (see also section
4.3). The ISO standard VRML’97 has been enhanced by
features required for AR (such as phantom objects) and
interaction (such as high-lighting, mouse pointer
independent picking and collision detection). In the
overall system, one visualization component exists for
each individual user, thus rendering is performed locally.
In order to achieve this, the scene graphs are replicated
among the individual visualization components and kept
synchronized upon changes.

Application
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Figure 2. The AR framework MORGAN

Figure 1. ARTHUR See-through head
mounted display (HMD).

3.1.1. 3D-Visualization.
The 3D visualization
component allows the user to see the ARTHUR scenarios
in 3D using head mounted displays or other output
devices. Rendering can be either stereoscopic (quadbuffered or dual screen) or monoscopic. Augmentation
within ARTHUR is usually done using see-through
augmentation, i.e. the virtual image is optically
superimposing the real environment. The 3D visualization
component, however, additionally supports video
augmentation, where the image from a head-mounted
camera is superimposed by the virtual scene components.
This is for example used for screen-based presentations or
larger projections to show people not wearing an HMD,
what is currently visible for those participants.
The 3D visualization component is based on a component
based scene graph architecture. While an optimized
internal scene graph is used to perform the actual
rendering, external scene graphs are attached to support
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3.1.2. Distribution and Communication. Our AR
framework MORGAN provides the distribution and
communication mechanisms required to connect the input
devices such as head tracking (i.e. InterSense IS900 or
InertiaCube2), computer vision input (placeholder
tracking, pointer and finger tracking, gesture recognition,
alternative head tracking) to other system components
(e.g. the 3D stereo visualization components) (see Figure
2). This allows the visualization components to adapt
their current viewing position and orientation to the
tracking input. Additionally, this distribution mechanism
is also used to keep the scene graphs of multiple users
synchronized (i.e. upon changes to one local scene graph,
these changes are immediately distributed to all other
replicated scene graphs). Synchronized clocks between all
PCs involved are required in order to resolve ambiguities.
The general communication mechanism used within the
AR framework is CORBA. A universal sequencer
mechanism provides an overall virtual time management
for all components based on virtual time.
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3.1.3. The Application Programming Interface. The
MORGAN API is a C++ based interface to the AR
framework. It provides application programmers with an
interface to the input devices connected to the system
(tracking, object and gesture recognition) as well as to
standard devices such as mouse and keyboard.
Information on current scene graph objects can be
queried; objects may be created, modified, replaced or
deleted. Additionally, the application programmer can
access more advanced scene graph operations required to
realize user interface operations such as picking of
objects along a ray or collision detection between objects.

3.2. AR Displays
As part of the ARTHUR project a new head mounted
display (HMD) has been developed (see Figure 1) to fit
the particular needs of the environment and the users. The
developed HMD is a transparent high-resolution
binocular (stereoscopic) display. The image is generated
on two independent full color 1280x1024 pixels (SXGA)
liquid crystal on silicon micro displays. The display
features excellent image quality, high brightness and
contrast.
The image can be shown superimposed on the
environment with up to 35% see-through or fully
immersed. The ARTHUR HMD is designed for a 46
degree diagonal 100% stereo overlap field of view. A
50% overlap can also be used, giving a 54-degree
horizontal or 60 degree diagonal field of view. It features
a patented optical design that combines a wide field of
view with high transparency see-through and a patent
pending head fitting system with easy adjustments, low
weight and eyeglass compatibility for most users.

grabbed and moved by the users (see Figure 3). More
than ten PHO may be used concurrently. The users may
take a PHO, associate it with any virtual object and move
this virtual object by moving the PHO, which is described
in more detail in the next section.
The pointers are tracked in 5 DOF – all except roll. The
pointers have three buttons for functionalities such as
pick or select. Users may select and manipulate the shape
of virtual objects with a pointer or use it to navigate in
virtual menus (see).
Gestures
Two types of gestures can be used, static command
gestures and 3D fingertip tracking.
Currently a set of five static command gestures may be
used. The number of fingers shown to a camera
corresponds to a gesture. The command gestures may be
used to get a pop-up menu or for functions such as copycut-paste.
3D fingertip tracking may be used to draw a line in space
or to navigate in pop-up menus, select items and execute
actions.

Figure 3. Input image for CV-based recognition of
PHOs, pointers, and finger gestures

3.4. Graphical User Interface Configuration
3.3. Input Mechanisms
In our approach computer vision (CV) is used for user
input and it may also be used for head tracking. This
section describes first the CV based input mechanisms,
and secondly comments briefly on the implementation of
the CV system.
Two main types of input mechanisms are available for
user interaction; 1) devices such as tangible interfaces and
wands, and 2) hand gestures and fingertip tracking.
Input Devices
The user interface devices are dedicated objects that are
tracked by the CV system using colour and shape
information. There are two types of devices: placeholder
objects and wand-like pointers.
Placeholder objects (PHO) are tracked in the table plane,
in two translational and one rotational degrees-offreedom (3DOF). They are of a convenient size to be
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A graphical language (GRAIL) has been developed to
allow users to configure the relationships between the
3DOF PHO, the 5DOF pointers, the command gestures
and the virtual objects. GRAIL also provides the user
with the ability to link the ARTHUR system to external
applications, such as pedestrian and environmental
analysis applications and project planning and cost
estimating applications, using scripting commands. The
GRAIL application sits on top of the MORGAN API (see
section 3.1.3) and acts as a ‘tool building tool’ to develop
AR user interfaces that define the properties and
characteristics of the overall interaction environment. It
allows users to create a range of tools by graphically
defining the relationship between the 3DOF PHOs or
5DOF pointers and the command gestures or virtual
objects. A set of five command gestures is implemented
For instance, a two-finger gesture could be used as a
“tool” for creating virtual boxes in the AR environment.
This can be achieved by linking the command “create
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box” with the icon, which represents the two-finger
gesture in the GRAIL window graphically. Similarly, a
virtual object “a box” could be converted into a “tool”
that creates virtual boxes in the AR environment by
linking the command “create box” with the VRML object
“Box” from the list of VRML objects in the GRAIL
window. The relationships within a GRAIL configuration
can easily be changed and reassigned providing the
ARTHUR system with a flexible interface that supports a
rich set of interactions with the virtual scene.

go beyond the outside surface by rendering layer by layer
invisible thus gaining further insight into the structure of
the design.
A 3D model of a room is used as a means of testing
spatial orientation and interaction modes. Different types
of beams can be selected from a 3D menu and varied in
number by using a second menu. The user positions the
beams within the room, altering type and number to test
different design options.
Finally, an urban context model of London serves as
testing grounds for both architectural as well as urban
design. This scenario exists in a number of variations.
Among them are the scaling and positioning of a simple
model of the recently completed SwissRe high-rise
building in London as well as the testing of system
performance using a model of the same building with
substantially higher level of detail. The most complex of
these variations is the creation of a church on a freed-up
space in the centre of the urban model. All forms of
interaction – PHO, 3D pointer and gestures – are
combined to allow users to operate 3D menus, create new
geometries and manipulate them as desired. Form
creation is achieved by these means in a quality not yet
available to architects and urban designer.

4.2. Integration with Simulation Software
Figure 4. GRAIL application

4. Application Scenarios
In this section we will describe three application scenarios
that we have developed and tested so far. While the
ARTHUR system in general is not limited to these
scenarios, those were the ones tested by architects and
other users.

4.1. Natural 3D Collaboration for Design and
Planning
The task of creating a system such as ARTHUR demands
a high degree of communication and collaboration with
potential users, in this case trained architects.
In order to ensure the success of this undertaking the
technique of scenario-based design [26] was adopted for
system development.
The scenarios were designed collaboratively by the
application partners as well as designers in order to
provide for feedback on a user as well as on a technical
level.
A 3D model of the corner of a building was created with
representations of the different material layers within the
walls and the floor. Users can investigate this detailed
section by rotating and moving the model. Also, they can
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Urban planning decisions typically require a thorough
consideration of different alternatives involving aspects
such as the overall design, the affordability, or the impact
on the local environment. While costs can be easily
calculated, design decisions are more involved. They are
often based on real models and their impact is
investigated by studies or simulations. The decision
process itself, however, is often lacking a comprehensive
mechanism to combine the relevant information. In our
approach we integrate the various aspects into a single
Augmented Reality table-top planning environment
facilitating more efficient decision finding. We
demonstrate the approach with a pedestrian simulation
within a cityscape scenario.
We have implemented spatial agents that respond
dynamically to the changes in locations of objects on the
table. The movement rules for these agents are based on
space syntax theory. Space syntax deals with the
configurational properties of environments. Spatial agents
use vision to assess the configuration, and move towards
open space by a stochastic process: choosing a destination
at random from the available space, and walking towards
it.
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Figure 5. Users positioning agents with the 3D
pointer.

Figure 6. Near view of the Augmented Reality based
interactive pedestrian simulation.

In this way, they are configurational explorers. The rules
are: walk 3 steps, look around and choose a new
destination, walk 3 steps, and so on. If their field of view
is set to 170º (approximately human vision) the agents
start to move, on aggregate, in a human like manner. In an
experiment within a 1.5 km square area of the City of
London, there is a correlation coefficient of R² = 0.67
between agents and actual pedestrian numbers measured
at 78 “gates” randomly located within the area [30] [20].
Thus, while the movement of an individual agent will
typically not resemble those of a human equivalent that
much, the overall movement of a large number of agents
is quite meaningful and allow the users to draw
conclusions regarding the position of new buildings.
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Figure 7. Screenshot of the pedestrian simulation
application

The system allows placement of a specified number of
agents within the cityscape scenario. The MORGAN API
allows the agents simulation engine to talk to the
augmented reality application. A simple object model
feeds the new agent locations to the front end whilst the
front end feeds current building locations to the
simulation engine. Agent animations are then executed
locally at the front-end using a dead-reckoning algorithm.
The actual walking speed is determined by the distance of
the new position. As soon as a new position update is
received, the new direction is locally re-calculated for the
individual agent and the new travel path is started. All
agents share a single walking animation in order to keep
the visualization scalable to even several hundred agents
at the same time. It is possible to set initial starting
locations and directions of the agents, for instance
simulating the effect of transportation terminals within the
system. Buildings are usually attached to a PHO to be
moved (e.g. the cathedral, see Figure 5 and Figure 6). The
agent simulation program will prevent agents to choose a
path through dynamic objects (see Figure 7). Currently
the representation of these dynamic objects within the
agent simulation is limited to the bounding boxes of these
objects.

4.3. Seamless Integration with a CAD System
Architectural design without the possibility to make
changes to the virtual model is not better than real static
models. Since the results of a review have to be integrated
into the virtual model by individuals using CAD software.
Often these designers did not even take part in the review
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process. To overcome this limitation, a major CAD
system has been integrated into the ARTHUR system.
Currently, CAD system integration into AR or VR
usually means exporting the CAD data into a different 3D
graphics format like VRML97 [4]. This integration has
several drawbacks, like loss of geometry or precision and
the loss of semantics. Most importantly no real-time
interaction or modification is possible without recursively
converting between the different file formats.
Either by using the 3D pointer or finger gestures, the user
is able to draw directly in front of him without sitting at a
CAD workbench. Virtual menus located above the
augmented round table allow selecting different
operations within the CAD software, e.g. drawing a
sphere, a torus or a b-spline as well as changing colors
and extruding surfaces. After selecting an operation, the
user is able to draw these objects in 3D space. Apart from
drawing objects the user is also able to move and delete
objects. Basically all operations of the CAD software can
be integrated into the ARTHUR system.
To ensure that the CAD model stays consistent all the
time, only one instance of the CAD system is running.
Each user interaction is send to the CAD integrating
component, which ensures synchronization of different
users. Using the update mechanism of the CAD system,
the component distributes the results of the interaction to
the attached visualization components. By sending the
current position of the 3D pointer or the fingers, the use
of a mouse inside the CAD system could be simulated,
allowing the ARTHUR system to show dynamically, how
shapes would look like during their creation.

between the two internal references allows minimal data
transfer between the components, since operations like
deleting a CAD object only results in deleting the
corresponding object in the internal scene graph.
Additionally, users can interact with the representations in
3D and actually interact with the CAD objects; since the
integration component can tell which internal scene graph
object represents the CAD object. Representations of the
CAD objects does not mean that the objects in the internal
scene graph are less complex, it just means they are
stored in a different way within the internal scene graph
and the integration component.

Since the update mechanism of the CAD system is used,
the interaction is not limited to the interaction with 3D
pointers or finger gestures. During the same session user
can also apply changes to the CAD model using the CAD
software, this way more complex changes can be made
and other CAD models can be loaded or referenced inside
the current file. Depending on the size of these CAD
models, the distribution can take several seconds up to
minutes if the model is large. Architectural data is
typically very detailed and complex, models of several
million polygons are common. But because architects are
used to wait for realistic rendering results, this delay is
accepted.
Additionally, since the CAD data is not converted, all
semantic information is preserved. This is also true for
behaviour which is attached to objects, e.g. kinematics.
The update mechanism is sufficient to filter out changes
being made since the last update has occurred, therefore
ARTHUR system is able to display even interactive data
which originates from the CAD system, this not only
includes kinematics, but also the dynamics during the
creation of shapes. Of course, the amount of interactive
data is limited by means of network bandwidth and
network latency.
User tests have shown, that experienced CAD users
where able to use the integration without training. The
look-a-like of the menus and the dynamics during the
creation of shapes let them think to work inside the CAD
software.

5. User Evaluation

Figure 8. Information flow for CAD integration

As mentioned in section 3.1.1 the CAD integration
component is an external scene graph within the AR
framework. While the internal scene graph does not care
about object identifiers within the CAD system, these are
stored in the integration component. This mapping
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Architectural design has always been linked to the
available design tools. Although it is difficult to describe
precisely the relation between the two, it is clear that
specific projects today could not be realized without the
computer [28].
The ARTHUR system bridges the long-time gap between
today’s common design tools and provides architects with
new design and interaction possibilities.
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which involved parties interacted” [16].In addition, the
appearance of the agents on the design table encouraged
the users to understand structures within space as a
dynamic experience rather than a static one (through
agents moving between spaces) and the interaction with
the agents became an integral part of the designers’
conversation with the emerging design on the design table
[8].
Our findings to date suggest this and indicate that the
ARTHUR-systems defines new standards for humancomputer-interaction in design whilst staying true to core
requirements of architectural form creation based on
visual perception, spatial relations [1] and social
behaviour
Figure 9. Two users collaborating at the augmented
round table

Although CAD-systems have been widely used by
architects since the eighties [11], their potential has never
truly exceeded that of a powerful drawing and
visualisation tool. Programmes such as “SketchUp” have
improved the situation to a degree, offering a quick and
easy-to-use interface better suited for design.
Nonetheless, Design itself is still predominantly achieved
by use of hand drawings and physical sketch models.
Decision makers in architectural practices for a long time
remained sceptical or unaware of the potential that
remained unused by limiting the use of computers [26].
ARTHUR provides designers with a new instrument that
links digital 3D-models to interaction mechanisms similar
to those of the real world. Interaction is simple and
intuitive. Contrary to existing, highly complex, often
confusing CAD interfaces that stand in the way of design,
ARTHUR provides a simple and intuitive interface ideal
for design creation.
Furthermore, it enables designers to truly enter into a
collaborative form of design beyond the mode of taking
turns or creating individually thus far not provided by any
other design tool. It seems that one of the most interesting
aspects of the ARTHUR development lies in what it
seems to tell us about the way that designers collaborate
[Penn et. al]. Two different kinds of behaviour were
noticeable in our user tests of collaboration. In the first,
one member of the team would take charge of the
process, and direct actions. This is common in design
teams in most architects’ offices. In the second,
collaborators began to play games, particularly when
users were faced with simulated pedestrian movement.
We believe that creating architectural forms and working
on a task collaboratively became a game that users
enjoyed and as a result this enhanced the level of
collaboration [22] [8].“The actual making of decisions
about forms in space - had a strong and inevitable social
dimension and as such was influenced by the way in
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we introduced the ARTHUR system to
support close collaboration between architects for
complex design and planning decisions. We have
explained the ARTHUR system with its major
components, such as the MORGAN framework, the AR
HMDs, the computer-vision based head and object
tracking and GRAIL for configuring the user interface. In
our tests with architects and other users we experienced
that ARTHUR supports the understanding of spatial
structures and close collaboration between meeting
participants.
In our future work we will enhance the ARTHUR system
by using more flexible and light-weight components
(such as lighter displays, fire wire cameras) and further
reduce the necessary set-up and preparation time (e.g. by
using camera-based position tracking only). The
application scenarios will be further evaluated and
improved based on the user feedback. So far this will
include the integration of additional more advanced
simulation programs (including but not limited to solar
heat gain and wind simulations) as well as a more
advanced integration with the CAD system (and possibly
the extension to other CAD systems).
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